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On the one hand, insolvencies and interest rate cuts were a long time coming. 
On the other hand, the Growth Opportunities Act has finally been passed, there are a few deals 
in the pipeline and inflation has slowed down noticeably. 
What is your take on the outlook for the real estate industry throughout the rest of the year?
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8%

71%

21%

I see no reason for optimism; the crisis will deepen further

We will need a lot of staying power, as the dry spell is not
over yet

We have hit rock bottom and are slowly recovering



In your opinion, which risks need to be focused on more at this time?
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51%

52%

28%

61%

22%

42%

Refinancing risks and equity gaps

The development of infrastructure for renewable energy is
progressing too slowly

Stagnating digitalisation

Shortage of skilled labour caused by a brain drain and
demographics

Increasing supply gap with regard to nursing care properties

Decline in employment in the construction industry

[Maximum of 3 responses, figures in per cent]



Considering the current economic situation, what opportunities do you see for the 
real estate industry?
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7%

20%

17%

3%

23%

40%

35%

18%

65%

18%

I don’t believe the current situation offers any opportunities 

Development of new, creative business models

New funding programmes from German govern./KfW bank

Govern./politicians have realised how grave the situation is

Greater appreciation for real estate expertise

Stronger focus on property quality

Energy transformation will progress further

Structural transformation will be accelerated

More free capacity once again for construction-ind. companies

Greater availability of properties

[Maximum of 3 responses, figures in per cent]



In your opinion, which digital technologies offer the best potential for the real 
estate industry? 
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43%

31%

31%

11%

55%

Artificial intelligence (e.g. property analyses and appraisals)

Internet of Things (e.g. building automation)

Cloud technologies (e.g. flexible access to and exchange of
data)

Blockchain technologies (e.g. real estate financing, smart
contracts)

Building information modelling (BIM – holistic digital depictions 
of construction projects)

[Maximum of 2 responses, figures in per cent]



New residential construction is experiencing a crisis. This also poses social risks. 
What would need to happen for residential construction to recover? 
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11%

16%

47%

59%

28%

73%

37%

16%

Adjusted aspiration level on the part of occupants

Lower prices for building land

More serial and modular construction

Fewer construction-related constraints and regulations

Lower prices for construction work

Less red tape

More substantial funding programmes

Lower government taxes, fees, etc.

[Maximum of 3 responses, figures in per cent]



More and more people are moving to cities. While cities do not have sufficient 
housing, they do have vacancies for office and retail space. How can city centres 
and city district centres be transformed in a meaningful way? 
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10%

48%

61%

92%

3%

49%

New traffic concepts (e.g. speed limit at night)

Adjusted infrastructure (e.g. local retail, daycare facilities,
youth centres, senior citizens centres)

Reutilisation of large store spaces (e.g. mixed-use
concepts)

Conversion of office real estate to residential real estate

Development of green areas

Redensification for more housing

[Maximum of 3 responses, figures in per cent]



How can the real estate industry protect itself against the loss of skilled labour?
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19%

26%

11%

28%

26%

44%

46%

24%

50%

Work on its image

Offer more benefits for employees

Reduce working hours

Make workflows less complex

Recruit skilled labour from abroad

Offer attractive programmes for older employees

Offer more continuing education programmes for employees

Pay higher salaries

Accelerate the digitalisation processes

[Maximum of 3 responses, figures in per cent]



Digitalisation, urbanisation, climate change, demographics. The real estate industry 
has a lot of problems to solve at the moment. How would you describe the level of 
the industry’s willingness to change? 
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2%

53%

42%

3%

Low

Rather low

Rather high

High
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